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Pearl Harbor DVD Assignment 

 

1. In the Fall of 1941, Hitler was    [ O losing       O winning   ]   the war. 
 

2. Hitler had already taken over Poland, Yugoslavia, Greece, Belgium, the Netherlands, and France.  It seemed that 
_________________________________ (which country?)  would be next. 

 

3. How was Germany doing in its aggression against the Soviet Union?      
O successfully moving on Moscow O the Soviets were victorious against the Germans in every way 

 

4. In Asia, Japan had been fighting ____________________ since 1931. 
 

5. Who was having more victory on the Asian front at this point?     O Japan     O China     O Thailand     O Vietnam 
 

6. Was the United States in the war yet in the Fall of 1941?    O YES    O NO 
 

7. The United States had inherited a Pacific empire after defeating ___________________________ in the Spanish-
American War of 1898. 

 

8. So for more than 40 years, the US had governed many islands in the Pacific:  The Philippines, Guam, Wake 

Island, Midway, and the H_______________________  I____________________ 
 

9. Therefore, the US was a threat to the aspirations of    [  O China     O Soviet Union      O England      O Japan  ]  to 

form an empire. 
 

10. All the great countries of the world depended on _________________________  possessions to fuel their 
economies. 

 

11. Young Emperor Hirohito ascended the Japanese throne in ___________________. 
 

12. Franklin Delano Roosevelt claimed to be against involvement in the war, but he actually precipitated it.  In July 
1941, he imposed an embargo that stopped _________________________ from being sold to Japan. 

 

13. Japanese General Yamamoto was chosen to be the principle strategist in a war against the US.  Yamamoto 

predicted that in a war against the United States…     O Japan would be victorious      O Japan would be defeated 
 

14. Yamamoto planned a huge surprise attack at ______________________ Harbor. 
 

15. What is the important date of this famous attack? __________________________________________________ 
 

16. Pearl Harbor is near the city of ________________________________ on the Island of Oahu. 
 

17. Pearl Harbor was …  O an insignificant base in the Pacific until after the attack  
O the main US naval base in the Pacific 

 

18. At the time of the attack, __________________  (how many?)  warships were anchored at Pearl Harbor. 
 

19. In addition to all the ships, the navy and army combined had more than _______________ aircraft on the island. 
 

20. Prior to the attack, the US had already broken the Japanese Diplomatic ___________________, so the U.S. could 
read all the dispatches from the Japanese Imperial government.  Therefore, the U.S. knew an attack was 
planned, but it did not know where. 

 

The Japanese Admiral got the following messages: 
21. “Climb Mount Niitaka”  which meant ___________________________________________________  and 

22. “East Wind Rain” which meant ______________________________________________________________ 
 

Name ________________________________________ 
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23. When a large number of aircraft were detected coming toward Pearl Harbor, the commander thought they 
were…  O Japanese coming to attack 

O British aircraft coming for supplies 
O expected flight of US planes due to arrive from California 

 

24. The code word for attack was “Tora” which literally means ________________________ in Japanese. 
 

25. Because it was Sunday morning, not many U.S. servicemen were awake and on-duty.      O True    O False 
 

26. Battleship Row had ________________ out of eight of the largest vessels in the US fleet. 
 

27. On the USS Arizona, most of the crew members died because they were … 
O loyal to Japan        O hung over         O asleep         O at their posts and prepared to fight    

 

28. In what way was the oil from damaged ships a danger to soldiers? _____________________________________ 
 

29. Which is true about the USS Nevada?   
O The USS Nevada exploded so badly that lifted in the air. 
O The USS Nevada was badly damaged, but it tried to escape by making its way to open sea. 

 

30. Japan set its sights on the  [  O USS Arizona      O USS California      O USS Nevada  ] , because to sink it would 

block the harbor entrance. 
 

31. What expected arrival occurred? O Relief planes from the Philippines came. 
O The bombers from California arrived. 
O The British fleet came to the rescue. 

 

32. What happened to the oil tank reserves? O bombed and destroyed by the Japanese 
O left intact and untouched by the Japanese 

 

33. How many U.S. Army, Navy, and Marine Corps personnel were killed? 
O 1,103  O 153  O 188  O 2,343 

 

34. How many men died on the USS Arizona?   
O 1,103  O 153  O 188  O 2,343 

 

35. On the morning of December 8, 1941, Roosevelt asked Congress to ____________________________________. 
 

36. Roosevelt declared America would win the war with… 
  1 - ________________________________ 2 – help from ____________________________ 
 

37. Yamamoto said, “I fear all we have done is waken a _________________________    _____________________.” 
 

38. In June of 1942, seven months after Pearl Harbor, Japan was checked at the Battle of _____________________.  
This was a turning point in the war. 

 

39. Of the great battleships at Pearl Harbor, only two were permanently lost:  
1 – The USS _____________________________ 2 – The USS ________________________________ 

 

40. The USS Nevada was repaired and went on to fight at Normandy in the ________  -  _____________ Invasion. 
 

41. Pearl Harbor forced America to do what? __________________________________________________________ 
 

42. What did Adolf Hitler do when the Soviet troops entered Berlin? _______________________________________ 
 

43. U.S. Forces  “island -_________________________” nearer to Japan. 
 

44. What did the U.S. do on August 6, 1945? __________________________________________________________ 
 

45. How did Japan respond to the attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki?  ____________________________________ 


